
Small Change FAQs

What does Small Change do?

Small Change is an equity crowdfunding platform focused on impact investing in real estate. Real estate

developers use our platform to raise capital from anyone 18+. By democratizing the source of capital we

aim to create more equitable access for qualified developers who are often overlooked. Our goal is to

enable real estate development that yields community impact in the form of affordability, sustainability,

and enhanced economic vitality.

Where do you want to be in 5 years?

We want to be the market leader for impact investing in real estate. We want to be the go-to platform if

you are a BIPOC or woman developer seeking capital. But we also want to be the go-to platform if you’re

an individual investor or financial institution wanting to invest in real estate projects that are equitable

and impactful by design.

Our 5-year plan is to achieve annual revenue of $15 million, with net income of just under $9 million.

Why did you choose this idea?  Why do you care?

Our founder, Eve Picker, founded Small Change to solve the big, ugly problems that exist in the old boys

club of financing for commercial real estate. Her goal was to create a tool that would allow ALL qualified

developers to access capital. For Eve, the mission of Small Change is intensely personal.

How far along are you? What's your biggest obstacle?

We are post-product, post-revenue, with triple digit growth in funds raised on the platform for 2

consecutive years. We are poised to scale quickly. We have listed 40 real estate project offerings, raised

more than $10 million on the platform and 9 projects have returned funds invested along with dividends

to investors. Gross revenue for the trailing 12 months through July was ~$260,000 and total revenues are

~ $700,000. Of our ~5,000 account holders, nearly 30% are active investors.

Our biggest obstacle is education - educating both investors and developers alike about the capital

raising opportunity we offer. With education comes more investors, more listings and more revenue.



Who competes with you? What do you understand that they don't?

There are a growing number of crowd-based real estate investment platforms, like Fundrise,

CrowdStreet, GroundFloor or DiversyFund. Not all of them are open to non-accredited investors like we

are, and some also offer direct investment opportunities. But a fundamental difference between Small

Change and our peers is that we are a values-aligned investment platform for real estate, meaning that

we prioritize profits AND impact. Direct investment + Impact. That’s a rare combination and offers great

potential for developers seeking to provide opportunity to the communities in which they build their

projects.

How will you make money?

Small Change operates on a commission model. We charge 5% on the first $1 million raised by a project,

4% on the second million raised, and 3% on anything raised after that. We also charge a $2,500

non-refundable fee to create each listing regardless of funding activity.

Once we add in the Small Change Impact Real Estate Fund, we plan to add fund management to our

revenue stream along with income derived from projects themselves.

What are the biggest risks? If you fail, what would be the reason? What has to go right for you to

succeed?

Our biggest risk is that we must rely on the success of the projects listed on our site and the activity of

developers behind them.

To mitigate that risk, we screen each developer and project to ensure they meet the following standards:

Regulation Crowdfunding criteria, our Small Change Index goals and a business plan that we believe will

return investment + dividends to our investor base. There is always accompanying risk.

To date, our project review process and offering return performance has resulted in both return investors

and return developers.


